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Objective and Agenda
Objective: Highlight how Thrivent is utilizing business architecture mind-set,
techniques, and tools for new business development to support digital strategies.
Agenda:
• What makes Thrivent unique?
• Environmental factors impacting Thrivent business model
• Pacing strategic change
• Adapting architecture to change
• Case Study: Thrivent Church Solutions Group
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What Makes Thrivent
Financial Unique?
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About Thrivent Financial

We are:


100+ years old.



Membership-owned
(more than 2 million
members).





*Ratings reflect Thrivent’s overall financial strength
and claims-paying ability. They do not apply to the
performance of Thrivent’s investment products.

We’ve earned:

$136 billion in assets under
management/advisement





$9.7 billion in total adjusted surplus



Fitch Ratings—AA+ (Very
Strong)
2nd highest of 19 ratings
(May 2018).*



Consecutive awards as
one of the “World’s Most
Ethical Companies” by
Ethisphere Institute.

(Dec. 31, 2017).


14.4 million hours volunteered in
2017 (Dec. 31, 2017).



$280 million raised and donated in
2017 to help others (Dec. 31, 2017).

A.M. Best—A++ (Superior)
Highest of 16 ratings
(May 2017).*

(Dec. 31, 2017).

#316 on Fortune 500
(June 2017).
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We have:

Evolution of Thrivent
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Thrivent’s Internal Drivers
Member-Centric

Products/Services and
Information

Organization

• Broader and diverse Christian
markets

• Time to Market

• Growth and talent strategy

• Significant generational differences

• Flexibility to market (test, learn and
adapt)

• Thrivent’s Wisdom with Money asks
the key questions of “What’s your
enough?” and promotes generosity

• Differentiation through uniquely
positioned member products and
services

• Perceived as a thought leader and
uniquely designed to execute
change

• Expanded interaction methods
(online, digital, face-to-face)

• Desire to have sophisticated insights
on what compels membership

• Movement towards 1:1 relationships
to deepen engagement
• Digical: Digitalization co-existing
with human social and physical
interactions and experiences
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• New business development, rapid
prototyping, agile integrated into
the Thrivent DNA
• Expanded distribution channels
• Co-branding, Strategic
Partnerships, alliances;
acquisitions

Environmental Factors
Consumerization

Digitalization

Regulation

• People sacrificing future for present
– poor money choices

• Move from pipeline to platform
business models

• General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) sets higher bar

• “Keeping up” mindset prevailing
over values-driven decisions

• Digitalization is eliminating the
person-to-person relationships

• Protecting an individual’s privacy

• Expectation to tailor offerings based
upon past experience and predicted
need (match)

• Advanced analytics and machine
learning used for good and bad
• Lean principles applied to
innovation; test and learn mantra
• Cloud and mobile mainstreaming
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• Sharing of data within and across
an ecosystem
• International, Federal, state and
regional regulation complexities

Adapting Architecture to Strategic Change
Internal and external pressures led to enhanced thinking about architecture….
From:

To:

• Centralized function; formal job descriptions; focus areas –
emphasized fulfilling a job title and position.

• Federated: skill sets applicable in multiple roles and for
multiple purposes in multiple business units

• Waterfall – Traditional analysis, capability definition, maturity • Agile: capability model is useful for road mapping and
analysis, road-mapping and execution.
backlogs
• Project-level Engagement.
• Single Enterprise Capability Model – very complex and
difficult to understand; representative of one business.

• Capability as the Product: model that includes the elements
of consumer experience, distribution channels, differentiation
• Consumer Experience – skills and approach applied to
innovation, new ventures and customer’s “job to be done.”
• Business Unit – capability model for different types of
businesses; differentiated AND shared capabilities.
• Strategic Plans: strategic plans and business units framed
in capability models; identify strategic bets (longer term),
experimentations for learning quickly
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About Thrivent
Church Solutions group
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How We Work – A Mashup of Frameworks
“Jobs Theory”

Church Solutions
PlayBook

HOW?

WHY?

Business Architecture
“Lafley Framework”
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WHAT?

Lean
Startup

WHO?
Agile/
Scrum

Case Study: Thrivent Church Solutions Group

Strategic Partner

Strategies

Delivery

Existing Capabilities
Big Company
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Advanced Capabilities
Start-Up

Case Study: Thrivent Church Solutions Group

Alignment Questions
• What is the overlap in our
mission and vision?
• Who is the ultimate customer for
our partnership
• What’s the core interaction?

Challenges

Strategies
Existing Capabilities
Big Company
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Strategic Partner

•
•
•
•

Joint leadership
Cultural differences
Agility across locations
Too little planning and designing
(architecture)
• Key capabilities are missing
• Combining talent and talent gaps

Delivery
Advanced Capabilities
Start-Up

Summary

Partnership: Facilitated a meta-model, defined
core interaction and aligned on a common model
Applied business architecture to
uncover capabilities that were missing
from both organizations.
Capability Management: Shared learnings
within and across Thrivent and the Partnership
and picked focus areas to test and learn

Scenarios: Currently testing capability ideas
to quickly gain learnings. Sometimes we
don’t need the fanciest car…we just need a bus
ticket!
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Questions?
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